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Tracking Architecture

Tracking network design

• Incremental pose

• Pose between keyframe and the rendered virtual frame

• Multiple pose hypotheses

• Improves accuracy
• Pose update as average of all hypotheses

• Optical flow as auxiliary task

• Helps to stimulate the training of motion features and improves the performance
• Optical flow is not computed during test time

Coarsetofine scheme

We deal with large camera motions at smaller resolutions and then incrementally refine the pose at larger resolutions.
To this end we train 3 tracking networks with distinct parameters but similar architecture.
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Mapping Architecture

The mapping module estimates the keyframe depth from the keyframe image and the cost volume computed from a set of images and camera
poses. I t is divided into a fixed band module and a narrow band module.

Narrow band module

• Builds a cost volume around the current depth estimate with a certain band width
• A refinement network regularizes the depth map each iteration

• Extracts the depth estimate using a differentiable soft argmin operation[7]:

• Runs iteratively and gains in performance with more iterations

Fixed band module

• Takes the keyframe image and the cost
volume generated with 32 depth labels
equally spaced in the depth range as in
puts

• Extracts the depth estimate as an interpol
ation factor between the minimum and
maximum depth label:

Dfb = (1− sfb) · dmin + sfb · dmax

Dnb1 =
∑

d∈Bnb
Bnb × softmax(−Cnb learn)

Keframe w/o refine w/ refine GT

Mapping Results

Keyframe

Fixed band Narrow band

GT2 frames 6 frames 10 frames 1 iter 3 iters 5 iters

The fixed band gains in performance with more frames but can also saturate. Based on the depth estimate of the fixed band, the narrow band
network further increases the accuracy and captures more details.

Meshes

Meshes generated from depth maps, which have been computed
from sequences with 10 frames at a resolution of 320x240.

Quantitative Comparison

Tracking evaluation on RGBD benchmark[10]

We evaluate our tracking with the depth from the datasets and the
depth estimated by our mapping.

Mapping evaluation

We evaluate the influence of the number of frames and iterations for the
fixed band and the narrow band, respectively. We compare favourably
against other traditional and learningbased methods.

Mapping Comparison
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Qualitative depth prediction comparison for sequences with 10 frames. The classic methods have problems with short sequences and textureless
scenes. DeMoN works well even in homogeneous image regions but misses many details. Our method can produce high quality depth maps
using a small number of frames and captures more details.

Generalization experiment on KITTI [6] w/o finetuning

KITTI is an urban scene dataset captured with a wideangle
camera, which differs from our training data significantly. Without
finetuning our method generalizes well to this dataset.

* DeMoN uses only 2 frames

Mapping Robustness
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pose noise

Our mapping is more robust with respect to noisy camera poses
than traditional methods. Even under large noise the depth map
preserves important structures, which improves the robustness of
the overall system.

Losses

Tracking

The training objective for the tracking network is

• Flow endpoint error:

• L2 motion loss:

• Multivarariate laplace log likelihood:

with and computed from
the pose hypotheses.

Ltracking = Lflow(w) + Lmotion(δξ) + Luncertainty(δξi).

Lflow =
∑

i,j ‖w(i, j)−wgt(i, j)‖2

Lmotion = α ‖r− rgt‖2 + ‖t− tgt‖2

Luncertainty = 1
2 log (|Σ|)− 2 log

(
x>Σ−1x

2

)
− log

(
Kv

(√
2x>Σ−1x

))
x = δξ − δξgt Σ = 1

N

∑N
i (δξi − δξ)(δξi − δξ)>

Mapping

We use two losses on the depth maps.

• L1 depth loss:

• Scale invariant gradient loss from [1]:

with

Example from [1]:

Ldepth = |D−Dgt|

Lsc-inv-grad =
∑

h∈{1,2,4}
∑

i,j ‖gh[D](i, j)− gh[Dgt](i, j)‖2

gh[D](i, j) =
(

D(i+h,j)−D(i,j)
|D(i+h,j)|+|D(i,j)| ,

D(i,j+h)−D(i,j)
|D(i,j+h)|+|D(i,j)|

)>

w/o sc-inv-grad w/ sc-inv-grad

Runtime

* **

Runtime in seconds for the system components on a GTX 1070.
Tracking runs at ~44 Hz.
Mapping with 10 frames and 3 narrow band iterations runs at ~1.3Hz

* per frame

** per iteration

Cost Volume

Given a keyframe image and a sequence of frames with the cor
responding relative camera poses, we can collect photometric in
formation from multiple images in a cost volume. I t stores the
photoconsistency costs for each pixel at a set of depth labels.

Bfb = {bi|bi = dmin + i · dmax−dmin
N−1 , i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1},

Fixed band Narrow band

Fixed band defines the depth labels equally spaced in a certain
depth range:

while narrow band centers around the previous depth estimate:

Bnb = {bi|bi = dprev + i · σnb · dprev, i = −N
2 , ...,

N−2
2 }.

Tracking Parameterization

Incremental parameterization

Instead of directly estimating the relative pose to the keyframe we
estimate an increment to the previously tracked frame.

• Relative pose from keyframe to current frame

• Pose increment from virtual to current frame

Small pose changes are easier to learn than large pose changes!

Virtual keyframe

We render a virtual keyframe with the last pose estimate using the
depth map and color image of the original keyframe. The rendered
image relates the pose increment computation to the original key
frame.
During training we can place freely the virtual keyframe to simulate
all motions.

TKC

δT

Contribution

Keyframebased dense tracking and mapping with ConvNets

Contributions

• A tracking network architecture for incremental frame to keyframe
tracking designed to reduce the dataset bias problem

• A multiple hypothesis approach for camera poses which leads to
more accurate pose estimation.

• A mapping network architecture combining depth measurements
with imagebased priors, which is highly robust and yields
accurate depth maps

• An efficient depth refinement strategy combining a network with a
narrow band

Tracking Mapping

Camera poses

Depth maps




